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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE LASER-TARGET INTERACTION
AND BLAST WAVE FORMATION IN THE DNA/NRL ,.

LASER EXPERIMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years the Plasma Physics Division at the Naval

Reasearch Laboratory has developed an experimental apparatus which is

intended to simulate certain physical processes characteristic of a high

altitude nuclear explosion (HANE) This program is under the auspices of

the Division of Atmospheric Effects of the Defense Nuclear Agency. It has

the primary goal of a physical understanding and reliable prediction of the

degradation of radar and communication systems through a HANE-disturbed

environment.

The first series of experiments (ending March 1985) were initiated by

irradiating one side of a thin foil target with a neodymium laser. Dark-

field shadowgraphy for the case of a high pressure ( > 1 Torr) ambient gas

taken at 50 to 150 nsec after the laser pulse show that the rapid heating and

evaporation of the target material is followed by a blast wave expanding

toward the laser 2,3 , here denoted as the forward direction. Except for the

pronounced aneurism, whizh is found at high pressures -5 Torr )and

generally occurs near the laser axis, the blast wave appears quite smooth.

On the other hand for those targets supported by a stalk, shadowgraphy

reveals that the rearward moving blast wave is very disrupted with many small

flocculi. The forward aneurism and rearward flocculi are relevant tc the

question of whether structure can be seeded in the early stages of blast wave

IManuscrip-t approved January 29. 1986.
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formation. To understand the mechanisms responsible for these observed

features it is clearly necessary to have a realistic model for the initial

laser-target interaction and the subsequent formation of the blast wave.

This report presents the results of a numerical simulation of these different

stages. The code includes a number of pertinent physical processes in order

to provide a complete qualitative picture of the dynamics. Existing measured

data on the electron number density and spectroscopy can be used for

quantitative verification of the numerical simulation. Since the code is one

dimensional it cannot directly answer the question of early time stucture,

but it is a step toward a global model for the DNA/NRL laser experiment and,

as such, can be used as a framework for more detailed studies.

The results from the numerical models show a hot ( T -30-70 ev), dense

n -ew 10 17 -3
(n~ -few x10 17 cm ) cavity pushing on the forward moving blast wave after

-50 nsec. At this time the engulfed ambient mass is much larger than the

amount of ablated material. The gross structure of this forward half of the

blowoff is similar to an isothermal, Taylor-Sedov blast wave and the outflow

within the cavity is subsonic. This cavity however, is filled with A1.9 ,

Al. , At , N , and N , indicating a highly non-equilibrium plasma. On

the rear side, the blast wave is colder and denser and it is found to satisfy

a Rayleigh-aylor instability criterion at - 40 nsec. This is roughly the ..

time when the rearward accelerated debris has swept-up an equivalent target

mass. The overall results further suggest that the radiating line cores

should te optically thick.

:n the next section we discuss the code in detail by enumerating the

physical processes included in It. n section I- we describe a standard run

and make comparisons with other runs 'whbhn employ ad hoc assumptions for

chemistry and -adiative :ine transfer. In the final section we summarize our

main conclusions and ma~e ccmoarisons with the exoeriment. The limitations of

the present =dce are also presented here.

2
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II. DISCUSSION OF THE SIMULATION

A. Hydrodynamics.

The basic hydrodynamic equations to be solved are the continuity

equation,

V-v - 0, (1)"

the total momentum equation,

V(P + V:Q0 , (2)
+- pvV.v+ c ) +=02)...

the ion internal energy equation,

(PC )  .VP + V-V (Q :V)v V-q - Qe (3)
t(c1  V ipc i + vis 1

and the electron internal energy equation,

t(Pee) + VPeC PeV v + Vqe -Q + A H L(4

Here p is the total mass density, p e is the electron mass density, v is the

mass velocity, p and p are the ion and electron pressure, q and q are the
e q.an

ion and electron thermal conduction, E, and ce are the ion and electron

specific internal energies, A is the electron energy change due to radiation

and ionization, and H. is the electron heating due to absorption of the laser

energy to be described below (eqn.E3Qj). Q. is the thermal equilibration

*4term from Braginskii

Pe .-...-

S- ,. .
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where mi is the mean ion mass and T e is the electron collision time. V13

4s a tensor artificial viscosity added to smooth out shocks and it has the

5/.

form suggested by No 5  including an artificial heat flux near shocks. A

tensor product involving the artificial viscosity is denoted by a colon. We

have also assumed that there are no currents so that the ion and electron

velocities are equal.

We will limit our analysis so that the variables depend on time and only

one spatial coordinate in a general orthogonal coordinate system. Let this

coordinate be and the scale factors be h,, h., and h Then with v - ve1 ,

q - qe., and Q - Qe e1  one finds :,or the continuity, momentum, and internal

energy equations,

_
-  1 (h Chlhh 3 Pv) -0, (6)
at hh h2 h 3  1

3V a ( 2i (7)3 2.13
v22s2 1 1 ft

3=
3, _ _ _ _ 1' 7 3 2p. ~

Q I v Q~ 8
vis h1 3a%

-and,

1 2 123 1 1 2 3 1

"' fh 2 ? d& d&; (10)

4
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where the integration limits ex:end over the allowed range in 2 and Now

note that for an arbitrary function ME ),

ax X hhhd dLXAx d
-iff dVol ff -23 23 f Ahd ,

D XAh~d I - (AXv)

a

where the range of integration over is a to b and D/Dt is the time

derivative following the fluid. Integrating each equation (6)-(10) over a

volume element and using the above relation gives

D a
5Dt 'b pAhd 1  0, (1

D b (PCAh,)d I  b Aa(PiPe) db
- Ia( a 1 di1 + (ASvi) - 0, (12) a ia

D b l b

D-E 1 a (Pc1Ahl~d 1 *' fa p. -..X.1 d 1 + (AMi) a..,

~fb AQ~ _;d1 & f~ b QeAt d&1 F (13)

and,

D .b )~ + ~.b a(Av) (q lbf(p-Ah d d
Dt a ee 1 1 a e 1 e aanb

,b (Q A LAh d&(4
a *a (-* * -L.Ahld*I._ (I *) -L
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-quations (11)-(14) are differenced on a Lagrangi.an grid where p, p e'

C, Ce' p,, and are carried at the cell centers and v is carried at the

cell interfaces. There are as many of the above equations as there are cells

in the whole grid and the limits of integration for the continuity and

internal energy equations are the cell interfaces, while the limits are the

cell centers for the momentum equation. The differencing is second order in

space and a two step predictor-corrector scheme is used for the temporal _

advance.

Icentifying the Kinetic energy of cell j+1/2 with interfaces at j and

as "

1 2M (v VMJ+1/2 )J

one can show through a lengthy algebraic computation that the differencing

scheme conserves total energy even though the internal energy is transported.

This is valid as long as the velocities at the boundary interfaces are zero.

Due to the large change in volume during the experiment from the target
.4" -4

mensions (a few microns) to the blast wave formation (-1 cm), it is

necessary to rezone the grid. This is done each time step by first"
eterm.ni1g the cells which provide the ,ost stringent Courant condition. An

.solated subset of these cells is chosen and the interface between eacn

selected aell and its neighbcr is moved in such a way as to relax the -curant

ccndition. The amount by which t-e interface is movec Is determine y

conserving total mass, linear momentum and energy.

Finally, we mention that the different terms in the above equations are

handled in a time spi.t fashion. The nydrodynami:s, including the art.f cial

viscosity are :one first, then the thermal ::onducticn and equi'litration terms

are sol';ec mp2licitly each time soec. eiic. these terms co ete *-e

chemical reactio;ns are next computed using an improved ARLS noduLe, and-

finally tne r.at ion is rarscortec.

6 .
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B. Geometry.

The initial configuration of the experiment is a thin, planar disc target

which is hit on one side with a laser beam. The blowoff from the ablation

then undergoes a divergent expansion into the background gas. Even though

the code is one dimensional, i.e., the variables depend on only one

coordinate, one would like to properly treat both the initial configuration

and the divergent blowoff. Clearly a Cartesian geometry can handle the

planar target but not the divergent blowoff. A spherical geometry, as usec

7by Stell ingwerf in the code MACH! to model the laser target interaction, q .

does account for the divergent expansion, but it has other problems. Given

that the target material expands in a cone of half-angle eo, it is impossible

for the section of the sphere representing the target to simultaneously have

the same area, total mass, density and thickness of the actual target.

Moreover, the most limiting factor is the inability of a spherical geometry

to account for the acceleration and divergence of the rear side of the target

after the laser radiation has been absorbed. in such a geometry the rear

side implodes toward the center of the coordinate system. Shadowgraphs

clearly show that the rear side blowoff is quite different from that of the

front side and it is therefore of interest to model.

A spheroidal oblate coordinate system offers the advantage of both a

planar initial target and a spherical, divergent expansion. Such a

cordinate system can be generated by drawing ellipses in a plane

peroendiCular to the target face. These ellioses converge to a bar at tne

target face and tend toward a circle far from the target. The orthogonal set

of coordinate lines have an hourglass shape near the target and become

spherical rays at large distances. These generating lines are then rotate"

about an axis through the center of the disc. The axis represents the oath

of the laser beam. One of these hourglass-shapeC generating lines is chosen

. . . .L. .'. ..



as the lateral boundary of the expanding material. Figure 1 is a sketch of

the geometry and initial configuration. The cocrdinate transformatlon to

*i cartesian coordinates is given by!FR
x - (s2 + a2 )1/2cos* cos,

y - (s2 + a ) /2cosp sin,

and

z - s sin, (5)

where 0 < s < w, -r/2 < < r/2, and 0 * < 2w. In terms of the discussion

of oblate spheroidal coordinates given by Arfken , s - a sinh(u). The flow

* variables are taken to depend on the distance s and a fixed o determines the

hourglass-sha;ed lateral boundary. From early observations of the

experiment, the major portion of the target material expands into a cone of

* h lff-an.le a Thus "o - 400 and the radius of the target disc (,) ;hat is

.. irradiated by the laser is related to the parameter a by

rt  a(I-sin 2, 1/2 (16)

-he corresponding scale factors are

a2 .n2  1/2 2 a2
- sin ,1

as 2  , </12 -

2 1/2-a- :o;S, . 1,7)

-' ' " . - . ' ' , ' ' - [ ' - " .- ' [ ' " . - - , .' ' ° ] - [ -' - ' 
. °
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I NO

From these the elemental area and volume are given by
. ..

.- "

A(s) _ dip 27" d h h

2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 .2 2 2 1/2
=ira~s +a ) (1+s /a ) -sin*J0 (sin 40s/a

s2 sinip 0 +(sin Tp-& /i2 n . . . (18) "
a 2 (1 + s2/a 2 I 2

an,'

Vlol d. d fd do h h h
s 1 *0 S Vp

21 [(3'SI 1O

- s - s1 - sin4,) + (s sa)' sin. (19)

F--

C.Thermal Conduction.

The electron thermal conduction has long been known to present a

problem in laser-target interactions9. The difficulty lies in the fact that

",he temperature gradient length scale L - Idr(Te/dx I is on the order of
Te

the mean free path X near the critical surface, while the classical formula

for the thermal conductivity assumes X/LT << 1. The usual approach in fluid

codes to rectify this problem has been to limit the heat flux q such that

q ain -clVTe, -ofsign(VT e ) } (20)•l e' "." e.

9
*. . .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -



where )c is the classical or Spitzer-Harm conductivity, and qfs is the free

st ea i n li mitm 1/2 wstreaming fimit for thermal heat flux, qes - ane k e e with

typically 0.03 < a < 0.1. A smooth variation in the heat flux can be

achieved by using instead

q - 1 VT (21)_+ic Te lqfs e ....

el

With <- l

7t has also been shown by Manheimer that the heat flux can be reduced

by turbulence through ion acoustic waves. For Ti << T, these waves are

driven unstable by the return current of an anisotropic electron distribution

12function. The criterion for instability can be written as

kT 112r mn 1/2
> nekB e ) (1-3T T )11 2(-e)

2 e Be m e M. i.

1/21/2 Tel . 9..

7( ) /(1 3T T ) 1/2 - (T iT 12 exp(- T) e,(22)

Ti e i e 1.25

TT

When this condition is satisfied the heat flux can be written as

IC-- cl VTe  (23) :[[

cl an e

wtere < is =.,e anomalous thermal :onductivity due to the turbulence and .s
ann

Ccl ""eX'"~
-- ' " -(Z)3,,- e., o 2- 2 )"- -

an k'e

10 ..- *"

.~~~~~ .



with f(Z) a function of the mean charge state Z, ADe is the Detye length, and

0 the potential fluctuations due to the turbulence. The instability

saturates by ion trapping with the maximum fluctuation

emax 1 T2

kT 4 1.25 (25)
B e e

The procedure we use to determine instability is more efficient than that

described in Ref. 11 or Ref. 12. From eqns.(22) and (23) we first determine

the sign of q/F. -q, where q01  7c.VTe and F is defined in eqn.(22).

If a < 0, then the waves are stable and K - (cl" On the other hand, if a is

positive then the instability is operative. Next the magnitude of the

fluctuations is found by setting , - min (q0 ! - 1P a where Vmax is given

by eqn.(24) using eqn.(25). This procedure accounts for the saturation in

the growth of the unstable waves and gives the ma.-ginal stability condition

otherwise.

The effect of saturation of the heat flux in steep temperature gradients

must still be included, so once having found the value of Kcl/1an we use K .

Ic"/(0 + PC /1a ) in eon.(21). In the running of the code it was found that
ol an

the heat flux saturated near the critical surface but the ion acoustic

instability was stable there due to the fast thermal equilibration times. At

and in front of the blast wave where the thermal conduction leads to a

leading electron temperature foot, the electron heat flux was limited by ion

acoustic turbulence as well as being saturated.

A third effect related to the heat flux is its non-local nature in

extreme temperature gradients. This aspect has been discussed by Luciani, et

13al. but was not included in the present code. Further work on this

problem in the presence of large density changes is needed before their

expression for the heat flux can be used in the present simulation.

. .... .



We finally mention that ion heat flux is included in the code and the

effect of saturation is treated in a similar manner to that of the electron S

heat flux. We did not consider any instability which could limit the ion

heat flux by turbulence.

D. Equation Of State.

The equat.on of state is different from that of an ideal gas law only in

the target material while it remains a solid prior to vaporization. Although

the energy required to completely vaporize the target foil is very small

compared to the total laser energy in the experiment, neglect of a realistic ..-

equation of state for the solid target leads to absurd compressions in the

rear side of the target. We do not use a detailed model or table for the

solid equation of state, for this would require spending an excessive amount

of computer time on transient phenomena. Rather we employ a simple analytic

model which adequately accounts for the dominant physical effect, namely the

rapid rise in the sound speed in a compressed solid.

124The total pressure can be written as

P P Pn *e ' (26)

where subscript c refers to the zero temperature isotherm or cold, solid

component, subcript n to the nucleon component (neutrals or ions), and

subscript e to the electron component. Let p00 be the density of tne solid

at zero temperature and n = P/Poo'then tne internal energy and pressure are
00,

related by

• 2 n d -21 (27)

*oo .,



Based on formulas <3.') and (3.20) in Ref.14 we employ the following

expressions for the cold pressure: ..

C 3 2 (n -1) >

C (1-n 1/ ) 6  1 /3 ),.
- 2/3 54- 1 3  C 60-n'3c 42/3[ e -e n , < 1, (28)

•where for aluminum C3 - 11.4xI0 - 11 ergs/cm3 ,  5-7.22, C6  3.14, and po '

2.71 g/era3 . The value of C4  was taken to be much smaller than 6.1xlo 1

ergs/cm3 of Ref. 14, namely, C4 - IX10 ergs/cm3 . As can be seen in the P-

V-T diagram for aluminum in Fig. D-8 of Ref. 14 there is a deep but narrow

well of negative pressure for n slightly less than 1. This feature

represents the intramolecular forces which bind a solid together. A large

negative pressure can lead to numerical instabilities unless exceedingly

small time steps are used. Since the phase of negative pressures is

*ransiltory and the internal energy associated with the well is small we can

reduce the depth of the pressure well without seriously altering the physics.

Further, as the target rarefies due to heating the thermal pressure terms in

eqn.(26) readily dominate. From eqns.(27) and (28) and the coefficients C ,

0 , from Ref. 14, one finds that the zero temperature sublimation energy

for the target geometry of Fig. 1 is 8.3x I0 ergs, which is much less than

the 23 Joules deposited by the laser.

The steep rise of tte pressure for compressions does play a si:gn-ficant

role in the propagation of shocks through the solid target. In agreement

with the results of Schmalz and Meyer-ter-Vehn 15 who used a detailed equation

of state, we also found a series of shocks in the target during the early

stages of disassembly. These shocks display a small density jump but large

pressure changes.

13
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exepThe other terms in eqn.(26) are treated according to the ideal gas law,

except initially when the temperature is < 0.1 ev. The P-V-T diagram
* indicates a constant, low pressure for low temperatures and n < . In these

regions the pressure in the solid is taken to be that of the initial ambient
'.J.

gas. This is reasonable since the foil and background gas are in equilibrium

before the laser is turned on, while the temperature rapidly increases

afterwards.

-. Radiation.

We begin with a discussion of the initial radiation in the problem, that

of the incident laser. The total energy in the laser pulse was set at 23

Joules and a Gaussian shape of 4 nsec full-width half-maximum was adopted.

T'ne laser wavelength was 1.06 urn, modeling the output from a neodymium glass

laser. The peak intensity of the pulse was 1X10 "13 W/cm 2 and occured 5 nsec

after th.e start of the calculation. The pulse was cut off at 10 nsec. The

beam energy was deposited using the 1-D radiative transfer equation with

inverse tremsstrahlung absorption:

= " (29) *
LB CTe" - e 1,2 ' ,'2epel L

where 'e is the electron plasma frequency, t' is the electron-izn coiiisi-n

* time, and is t.e laser frequency. Since the radii;s of tre beam was that"

of the target disc (.r), the heating rate per unit vol me for tne electrons

in cell J is

14

..........-..-........-........ ........-.. -- -
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2 IB (J)A1J 1H. - irr (1 - • VoI(J) (30)
J d J+1 Vl7

- where :,.1 is the mean intensity entering cell J of thickness A. The

fractional ionization at the front edge of the target is artificially

increased at the initial instant of the simulation to provide free electrons.

This ensures the absorption of the laser beam since inverse bremsstrahlung

depends on the presence free electrons. For simplicity, we neglect

reflection of the laser radiation and deposit any remaining incident

radiation not absorbed before the critical surface into that cell containing

the critical surface. The critical surface is defined as the position where

'he denominator of eqn.(29) vanishes.

The radiation from the heated gas is treated in several ways. First,

bremsstrahlung and recombination radiation are calculated for both the target

aluminum material and the ambient nitrogen gas. The recombination radiation

is assumed to have a Planck-like spectrum with an effective temperature Trad .

For cell J this quantity is determined by equating the energy density of a

blackbody at Trad with the energy emitted by recombination radiation in cell

J. Radiation emitted by the nitrogen gas is treated as optically thin, i.e.,

an energy loss. However, radiation from the aluminum is transported through

!the entire grid. The radiation transport is calculated by the standard ray-

tracing technique in the forward and rearward direction. As shown in the
detailed paper by Duston et . 16 , radiation is a major source of heating for

the rear side of the target foil. Hence, since one of our objectives is to

-. simulate the rearward blowoff, it is imperative to correctly calculate the

basic energy transport through the entire target. The radiated energy is .'

divided into twelve frequency bins which are chosen to resolve the inner-

shell absorption edges of aluminum. The absorption cross sections are from

Fig. 2 of Ref. 16. Any radiation that passes through the aluminum gas is

15
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also transported through the ambient nitrogen gas. This results in the

dissociation of background N The absorption cross sections for this it'
2.

process are based on those used in Hyman et al.
17

Second, excitation line radiation is modelled in two extreme conditions:

completely optically thick and optically thin. The optically thick case %

simply means that any emitted line from a cell J is absorbed in that same

cell. No calculation is needed here. For the optically thin case we

calculate the emission from 13 rescnance lines of aluminum and 14 resonance

lines of nitrogen. All ionization stages of both species are covered. Cur

interest in the line radiation stems from the possibility of cooling in the

cavity behind the blast wave. We did not consider the K-lines which

originate during the early phase of target vaporization. In calculating the

emission from cur chosen set of lines, the excited state populations are

d etermined by balancing the collisional excitation rate against the de-

excitation rate from the excited state, the ionization rate to the next

higher ionization stage, and the radiative decay rate. Optical pumping as

well as photoionization of the resonant state due to reccmbina:ion radiation

are not evaluated. These features ensure that the line radiation is not

overestimated in the absence of reabsorption.

F. Chemistry.

Much effort was spent in developing a -nemistry module which can handle

the extreme range of chemcai zonditions in the experiment. For simplicity,

we do not follow any excited state populations but assume all ions (anc

neutrals) are In tf.e ground state. FssentJlaly we 1-ivied tne cf.emi al

evolution :f .- e aluminun material into three schemes. F lrst, luring a trief

Initial stage the aluminum undergoes a phase transition fr-m a scld to a

16
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high density gas at < i ev. Here we use an analytic procedure to determine

the temperature and fractional ionization from the internal energy. The

analytic solution is based on fits to numerical calculations of an

equilibrium aluminum gas with only neutral and singly ionized species. As

the target continues to absorb the laser energy, the fractional ionization

and temperature drastically increase. Once the fractional ionization

increases above 0.8, an iteration on the temperature and ionization level for

a given internal energy is employed, again for equilibrium conditions. In

this second scheme for the chemical evolution all the ground state ionization

levels are included. Finally, when the electron density in any cell falls
".19 -3

below 5. 19 cm-3 , the chemistry in that cell is integrated in time using

reaction rates, i.e., we allow the population of the ground state levels to

fall out of equilibrium. For this third scheme, the ARIS module is used to

solve the corresponding set of stiff differential equations. For the

nitrogen gas, the chemical evolution is always followed using reaction rates.

The numerical details of this evolution from low temperature, dense

equilibrium chemistry to high temperature, rarefied reaction rate chemistry

is too complicated to be reported here. We do mention that the transition

from one chemistry scheme to the next must be done smoothly. This requires

the inclusion of many reaction processes to ensure that the limiting

conditions lead to equilibrium results. For instance, at high density and

low temperature we reproduce the simple Saha equilibrium by using detailed

balance between collisional ionization and 3-body recombination. Such

equilibrium is valid only for a high density gas where the dominant

recombination process is 3-body. In addition to 3-body recombinations an,

electron collisional ionization, we also include radiative recombination and

dielectronic recombination processes so that the lower density, higher

temperature regimes are modeled correctly. A high density correction for

17
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dielectronic recombination rates similar to that used by Jordan2 4 is -

employed.

., As an aside on computational physics, the use of a sequence of numerical

schemes for the chemistry is most efficiently and correctly employed in a

Lagrangian hydrodynamic code. In this approach the decision to switch frcm ,

one scheme to the next, vis., analytic -> equilibrium -> time dependent, can

be made in each individual cell independent of all the others since each cell

carries ;he same material with it. Unfortunately, in a purely Lagrangian

code the effects of charge exchange cannot be investigated, for the aluminum

debris cannot overrun the nitrogen background. We must thereby limit the

simulation results to the high pressure regime where strong coupling between

tne expanaing debris and background occurs.

.. .
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.'::. SAMPLE RUNS

V in this section we will present detailed graphical results from the

numerical simulations. Four distinct models were studied. The differences in
hL

the models lies in the treatment of the chemistry and line radiation. In

model A, which we refer to as the standard model, time dependent chemistry is

employed and all line radiation is assLmed to be optically thick, i.e., no

transport of line radiation is considered. In model B, equilibrium chemistry

is used and again the line radiation is optically thick. For models C and D

the line radiation is taken to be optically thin, but model C has time

dependent chemistry and model D has equilibrium chemistry. Recall from

section II.F. that equilibrium chemistry is not necessarily LTE but includes

the effects of radiative and dielectronic recombination. The objective of

studying these four models is: (i), to demonstrate the importance of non-

equilibrium chemistry, and (ii), to investigate whether line radiation can

realistically cool the cavity inside the blast wave. Since we do not perform

a detailed calculation for the transfer of line radiation, the two extremes

of optically thick and thin enable one to obtain only qualitative

conclusions.

A. Standard Model.

Figure 2 shows the position of the blast wave for both the front side

and the back side as a function of time for model A, the standard model. The

time in this figure is measured from the instant of peak intensity of the

laser pulse, which is what the experimentalists use as their zero time. In

the code the laser pulse is initiated 5 nsec before the peak. The solid line

in Fig. 2 is given by

19
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SE(Joules) 0.2 0.4
p(Torr) - t(nsec) (31)

for 23 Jcules and p - 2.5 Torr. This equation is from Ref. 3 and *it

describes the observed temporal evolution of the front side of the blast

wave. As noted in that reference, the equation for R(t) has the same

temporal and parameter dependence as that for a Taylor-Sedov blast wave. We

note the excellent agreement in Fig. 2 between the numerical simulation and

t..e excerimental data for the position of tne front side blast wave. The

blast wave on the back side displays a turbulent structure in the

shadowgraphs and no general formula for its position in time has been

develoed. This turbulent structure will be discussed below in sight of the

results of the simulation. The equal mass radii (REM) for both the front and
-M

;back side are also noted in Fig. 2. Specifically, 0.15xIO g Is ablated

t-ward the front side while the remaining 0.55xIO -  g is accelerated

rearward. As demonstrated by the simulation, the Taylor-Sedov blast wave
solution beccmes aoolicable for the front side shock location only after

severa! ecual mass radii nave been encountered.
Fig. 3 the energy budget for model A is presented. 'E.d t is the

accumulated energy deposited by the laser over time. it attains 23 Joules at

70? nsec after the :eak of the laser :uIse. E is ".he inst antaneou-s klneti c

energy of irected motion wile is the instantaneous t.nermaL (ranom)

energy of all :art c2es. .ne cnemical energy, i.e., tne energy IoCed u in

the ionization of aluminum and nitrogen at a given time i*s :enoted by E,."

ay, , is the accumulated energy 'Os? from the system -ur ng the run

lue to reccmbination and bremsst-rhlung raIiation. The val es in 71g. -

inclu e :ctn sules of ne expan.ing target. The re-aicn

(r. T t t) - t -

T'-5 nsecR- -s nsec2/

20



expressing conservation of total energy, is satified to within 3% tnroughout

the run. This result is also typical for the other runs dicussed below.

Nearly all of the energy that is missing during a simulation run occured in

the time dependent chemistry routine.

Note in Fig. 3 that initially the kinetic energy is dominant, but after

- 20 nsec the fraction in thermal energy is largest and stays at roughly

35%. For an adiabatic Taylor-Sedov blast wave with Y - 1.1 (see ref. 3) 90%

of the total energy is thermal with the rest being kinetic. This is clearly

not the case here and points to the first maJor difference between the

simulation of the experiment and the ideal blast wave theory. This

difference is due to the significant amount of energy locked up in ionization

potential and the smaller radiated energy. These two energy sinks, which are

not included in the ideal Taylor-Sedov model, account for roughly 45% of the

total energy in the system. The high fraction of kinetic energy at the end

of the run, 20% instead of 10%, arises from the fact that the rear side

blowoff is dense and relatively cool.

Figures 4a through 4g show snapshot profiles of different quantities

during ,he standard model simulation. The figure captions fully describe the

nomenclature and symbols used to present the numerical data. Here we will

point out a few salient features.

Note first of all that the time shown on the graphs refers to the

simu'ation time which is zero when the laser turns on. To transform to the

time from the peak intensity of the laser pulse suttract 5 nsec. Figure 4a

displays the situation at the initial instant of the simulation; the aluminum

is at solid density of 6x10 atoms/cm3  and the ambient nitrogen is at - "-.

3.5xlO molecules/cm. Both materials are predominantly neutral, but a

thin partially ionized region at the front of the target is imposed to ensure

that the laser beam is absorbed by inverse bremsstrah ung. Note that the

21



abscissa is3 in L'agrarngian cell units in order to expand the target region for

clarity.

Figures 4b, 4c, and 4d display the situation shortly after the peak of

the laser pulse again in Lagrangian cell units. The critical surface occurs

near tne peak of tine electron density and temperature (see Fig. 4b). One can

clearly see, from the plot of the artificial viscous pressure Qa series of

shocks traversing the aluminum target. -,his feature agrees wihthe detailed

equation of state study of Ref. 15. The heating of tne back side of the

target is due t.o these shocks as well as to the atsoro.tion of radiation

emitted from a region near the critical surface. The graph of the mean

charge state in Fig. 4,c, n /(n. + n ),shows that highly ionized aluminum,e i n

namely AZ~ 9  AZ1  ,and AZ , s created early onintelsragt

Irteraction. We find that during the subsequent stages of forward blowoff

aria cavity formation the aluminum does not have enough time to recombine and

remains in these hignhly ioni"zed states. Since the cavity temperature drops

below *0O ev, this non-equilibrium ionization structure -counts out the

*.mpcrtarnce of using anon-LTE, time dependent chemistry in the simulation.

7-e spctri~m in Fig. .'d only inlue the radiation from recomlbination and

rrsstran*,ung; it tisplays some of tequal6itative features of -igure 11 in

lef.,6 but clearly thne lack of a detailed treatment of the recombinatio.

spectrumo an. Iines recresents a Ilimita.Ior Tf our -resent model.

74igure 4e i.s a srnaostot of thne flow variatles at t ne t:ime wrnen th-,e

* forward mcving b' cwcf ' has swept. ucre equal m.ass of ambient materi al. 7.-e

abscissa Is now given in chysIcal s:)ace since tine t.arget *,as expanded

suff :ient-7 to3 be resolved. Te formation Of a reverse shocv at this time

, n tnis f-ont si,.e can be seen from thne :ea.< in. tne art~ficial v,.scosity

~t-e almnnmaterial. Icte 'nat rac~aro_':n ana t.nermal =Ccduct .on nave07

* raisec tne e-csron errier_-t.i.re otne 3:mient 7nitrcgen o)n tne front side an,

* a therma_ fo;ot acngtne mai" a,-cc,< a :resant inre
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Figures 4f and 4g show the long time development of the system out till

the forward moving blast wave reaches the boundary of the calculational grid.

From the density plot in Fig. 4f one finds that the blast wave thickness, as

measured by the width of the peak in the electron density profile, is roughly

twice as thick as the experimentally observed value of 3% of the blast wave
rds3 . c-3However, the peak electron density in the shock of 4x1018 IS

typical of the reported measurements from several interferograms

t17 - 3 ."

Moreover, the mean electron density in the camvty of a few times 10 cm

is in good agreement with the recent, though tentative, measured value of

17 -3 12xi0 17 cm at 60 nsec after the peak of the laser pulse19. The

surprisingly high value for the electron density reflects the high degree of

ionization of the aluminum debris in the cavity; note that the ion density in

the cavity is much smaller. From the viscous pressure plot in Fig. 4f the

reverse shock on the front side has moved back toward the original target

position and the formation of a second reverse shock in the backward moving

aluminum is also evident. By the time cf Fig. 4g the cavity between the

forward and backward moving blast waves is nearly isothermal with T - 60 ev.
e

This is the second major difference of the simulation results from the ideal,

adiabatic Taylor-Sedov blast wave wherein the temperature rises as one moves

inward from the blast wave. Actually the run of the velocity and ion density

on the front side looks quite like the solution for an isothermal Taylor-

Sedov blast wave as discussed in Ref. 20. The isothermality is mainly due to

electron thermal conduction. We note for reference that an isothermal blast

wave also evolves according to a t0 .4 law.

B. Comparisons With Other Models.

Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c show snapshots of the flow variables for models

B, C, and D, respectively. Each of these graphs is at a time close to 50

23
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nsec in simulation time and can be compared with Fig. 4f. The distinction

between these models and the standard one (model A) is noted in Table 1 which

contains some of the gross characteristics fcr each model. The figures and

table will be discussed together. The main differences between the time-

dependent (model A) and equilibrium chemistry (model B) are the lower

electron temperature in the cavity (65 ev for model A vs. 90 ev for model B)

and the higher mean ionization level in the cavity (9.7 for model A vs. 7.5

for model 3). These differences arise because the equilibrium model allows

sharing between ionization and thermal energy with no regard for time scales.

When we assume that the radiation from the resonance lines is optically thin,

as in models C and 0, we find a significant increase in the percentage of

radiation lost from the system. The values of 61% and 38% are much higher

than the experimentally estimated 25% radiation energy loss when the MRC gas

mixture was used for the ambient material. Since the MRC mixture is a much

more efficient radiator than a pure nitrogen gas we surmise that the

resonance lines cannot be optically thin. Simple estimates for the optical

lepth of a Doppler broadened line also show that the optical depth is greater

than one for the :avity conditions. Furthermore, Figs. 5b and 5C indioate

too thin a blast wave and too high a peak electron density, when compared

against the otservazions. This is especially true for model C.

24
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS

(E, 23 Joules, Po a 2.5 Torr, t - 50 nsec)

A B C D

Time dep. Equil. Time dep. Equil.
chem. chem. chm. chem.

No line No line Line rad. Line rad.
rad. rad.

Energy EK 23% 24% 16% 23%

Budget: E 37% 35% 11% 23%

E21% 21% 12% 15%

ER  19% 20% 61% 38%

Shock: R(cm) 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.86

ne (re3 ) 0 x1O 8  6x10418 18xio+1  10X0 I

Cavity: T(ev) 65 90 30 70

n (cm-3) 17 2 17 17  +17
(ce 2x10 2x10 1.5x10~' 2x101

e
/n2 9.7 7.5 9.7 7.0

. . *.
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C. Further Results.

The experimentally observed floculli on the backside blowoff is very

distinct from the smooth front side. Within the confines of a one

dimensional calculation it is impossible to model such turbulence; however,

we find that the conditions for a Rayleigh-Taylor instability are satisfied

in the back side blast wave. It is possible that such an instability leads

to the observed structure and we present the numerical results of a linear

analysis below.

Specifically, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability arises from the

deceleration of the aluminum debris by the less dense ambient nitrogen. This

deceleration occurs when the rearward moving debris has swept up about an

equal mass of the ambient material. The growth rate for the decelerating

iayleigh-Taylor instability is given by

DV. 1/2 (2

C-M Vtn(;)] (32)

nrere w :s the growth rate. This expression is calculated at each interface

between cells and the expression for the temporal velocity derivative

includes the pressure gradients and the artificial viscosity terms in

e=n.(12). Whenever w is real the interface is unstable. The resultant

growt!h rates w real) for four different times in the standard model re _

presented in Figure 6. At an early phase in the simulation the front si a

contact dscontinuity, bocated at the right vertical line near cell #411, is

seen to be unstable. However the duration of the conditions for a positive

growth rate last onil a couple of e-folding times, and by 55 nsec tne front

contact 41scontinuity is essentialiv stable. J:solated crosses are nor.

consZIered to te r.dicative of consistent conditions for Rayieign-7aylor

rowtn -ut ra:Aer translent phencmena.) 'Zn the other han., from rougnby 20

nsec to at least 5- nsec the rearsile contact discontinuity, at tne :eft .
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vertical line near cell #20, is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable. This temporal N

duration is sufficient for several e-folding times. As can be seen from Fig.

2, this time span centers around the time of one equal mass radius for the

back side blowoff. We suggest that the flocculi observed in the shadowgraphs

at - 50 nsec and beyond are due to this Rayleigh-Taylor deceleration -.

instability. The continuation of the turbulence into late times emerges from

the sufficient number of e-fclding times for this instablility on the rear

side. At very early times, say 10 to 20 nsec, the front side may also

exhibit some structure, but the limited number of e-folding times for this

region would not lead to non-linear effects.

For completeness, we display the local Mach number at four different

times for the standard model in Figure 7. The results are related to the
proposed use of small obstacles as a probe of the cavity dy ics 21. Beyond

about 20 nsec the major portion of the cavity between the forward and

backward moving blast waves is subsonic. This result predicts that a bow

shock formed about a small obstacle at the time it is overrun by the forward

moving blast wave will dissipate into a sound wave as the expansion

continues.

:V. SUMMARY

We have presented the details of a one dimensional numerical simulation

code intended to model the NRL laser/HANE experiment in the high pressure

regime (pc > 1 Torr). Although the Code is one dimensional and cannot model

the development of instabilities and the self-generated magnetic fields, a

large number of ohysical processes have been modeled in order to study the

gross pnysical characteristics of the experiment. These features include an

oblate spheroidal geometry to account for the rearward expansion, electron

and ion thermal conduction with saturation including the limiting effects of

27



the ion-acoustic instability on electron thermal conduction, an equation of

state representative of solid aluminum during the target dissasembly,

radiation transfer for the continuum and bremsswtrahlung radiation originating

in the aluminum material, and an intricate chemistry which spans the range

from LE to highly non-equilibrium conditins

Other numerical codes have studied the laser-target interaction problem

in 2-D with accurate radiation transport and/or self-generated magnetic

25 26
fie7tds, such as that of Colombant, et al. 5 , Brackbill and Goldman , and

Pert2 . These codes are constructed to simulate the first few hundred

picoseconds of the interaction, before any hydrodynamic reaction of the

background plasma. The emphas-'s of the present laser/HANS experiment is

primarily on the coupling of the debris to the background gas which takes

place over a timescale of tens of nanoseconds. The code we have described

concentrates on the latter, longer timescale phenomena, and hence is

significantly different from the previous codes. For instance, the use of a

Lagrangian grid or adaptive rezoning is necessary to follow the great change

in length scales from the target size to one centimeter: the atove referenced

cdes employed a fixed Eulerian grid for the hydrodynamics. The extension of

the present numerical techniques to a 2-D code is clearly necessary to

improve the radiation transport, to study instabillt.es, and to include the

effect3 o f the self-generated magnetic field on thermal conduction. The

:resent mcdel is an initial step toward a More complex 2-D one and ".he

results, :sted telow, point out sPecific features which a more aCdence -Ode

shouli f.r"ther study.

The ;r,.mary results from the present uer oal simulation are as

f ol l.ows. """

.:r the stan.car .oode- 'A) th-e cav-ty beind. ne forwar- mv:ng
blas, wa':e is not ,M 0 cv, and oense n - 2 cm f). The -on

temperature In the :a/ty .:3 accut t same as but the in denszty in the
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aluminum part of the cavity is a factor of 10 smaller (see Fig. 4f). -

Overall, the dynamic structure of the forward blowoff region resembles an

isothermal Taylor-Sedov blast wave, albeit with a significant amount of

energy tied up in chemical potential and radiation losses (see Fig. 3). This

22result is quite different from the LTE model presented by R. Stellingwerf

wherein the cavity is much colder 'T - few ev) and rarefied (n. - few x 10 1

cm-3). Our predicted electron density for the cavity agrees with a tentative

measurement by J. Stamper. The electron densities in the blast wave also

agree with the measurements I$.

(ii) Due to the initial rapid heating and the slow recombination rates,

the material in the cavity is highly overionized for the local electron

temperature. In particular, by 50 nsec the aluminum is mostly AL*9 , A+.1 0 ,

and AZ 11  and the nitrogen is mostly N ( see Table i). The latter has
setu23...,

been observea in an integrated spectrum, and it should be possible to search

for the presence of At+ using the same technique. Such an observation

would provide a direct verification of our use of a time-dependent chemistry.

Due to the limitation cf a Lagrangian code, we did not include charge

exchange as one of the chemical reactions. If the blast wave becomes leaky

for lower ambient pressures (p0  < 1 Torr), some of these highly ionized

particles could penetrate ahead of the blast wave. To model charge exchange

and leaky blast waves a two ion fluid code or a particle code would be

needed.

(iii) The results of our models which assume optically thin lines

(models C and D) indicate an unrealistically large amount of radiation loss

(see Table ) This suggests that the resonance lines from the blast wave

and cavity are not optically thin, but an improved radiation model with line

transport is required to determine how thick the lines are.

(iv) The deceleration Rayleigh-Taylor instability is found to be

satisfied at the rear contact discontinuity at the time when an equal mass is

29
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M swept up by the rearward moving blast wave (see Fig. 6). We suggest that

this instability may be responsible for the flocculi observed on the rear

side. Again, a two dimensional code is required to follow the non-linear

development of the unstable regions. On the front side the instability is PF.

also active, but only for a brief time near 7 - 20 nsec. This span of time

allows only a few e-folding times. It would be of interest to take

shadowgraph pictures at these early times to discern if the blast wave is

Initially unstable but later heals itself to the smooth form seen in

shadowgraphs at times > 50 nsec. :t should be noted that this instability

appears to have little to do with the formation of the prominent aneurisms

seen on the front side blast wave.

(v) Due to the high temperature in the forward half of the cavity the

flow is subsonic. A bow shock formed about a small, stationary obstacle to

the blast wave would be expected to dissipate into a sound wave with a weaker

density Jump as the obstacle Is engulfed by the expanding cavity.
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II
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TARGET

1.1 cm

Figure 1. Geometry of target, laser beam, and boundary of oblate spheroi'dal -

coordinate system used in the numerical simulation. The system is

rotationally symmetric about the laser beam axis. The opening

angle for the blowoff asymptotically approaches 300 far from the

target. The front and back boundary are each 1.1 cm from the

target. The target is a disc of radius 132 u and thickness 4.6
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Figure 2. The position of the front side (o) and ,ack side ('7) iast wave

fcr the standard model as a functi:n of time measured frcm the

peaK intens.;sy of the laser pulse. The e uai mass radii fzr both

sides are also indicated. The solid line is the position of the

fron t side blast wave frcm the experimental.
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Figure 3.The energy budget for the standard model as a function of tim

measured from the peak intensity of the laser pulse. ;I zdt is the

accumulated energy input -rom the l-aser, EK is the instantaneous -

kinetic energy of directed motion, ET i h hra nryo

random motion, E is the chemical potential energy, and fEdt Is
C

the accumulated radiated energy.
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velocity, pressure (?I - ions, PE electrons, Q - artificial

viscosity) and temperature I ions, TE - electrns) for the

standard model at the initial time of the si4MUlatiOn. The

abscissa is the cell number in the Lagrangilan grid.

Throughcut these and the following graphs tne solid line in each

box refers to the first quantity listed at the top of the box; the

dotted line to the seconc quantity, and tne Iashed Z.ine to t ne

third quantity. The straight vertical lines rezresent tne 7

boundaries separat g the al num -lnd retrogen ma-arfl ia ne

aluminum resides tetween these lines.
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F rig-ure 4d. The top left, Dox shows the rate of emitted radiation per unit,'"-

volume (RAD divided by Ix106) and the rate of heating per unit

volume (HRAD) due to absorption of the radiation. The top right

box breaks down the emitted radiation into recomoination 'RR),

line (L), and bremstrahlung (C). The bottom left box shows the

electron temperature (TE) and an effective radiation temperature

(TRAD) based on a blackbody flux. The bottom right box shows the

smoothed spectrum emerging from the back side (solid ine) and

front side (dotted line). The simulation time of 6.66 nsec is

shortly after the peak intensity of the laser pulse (5 nsec).
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES 01CY ATTN G. HYDE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BOULDER, CO 80302 CORNELL UNIVERSITY

01CY ATTN R. GRUBB DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
SOCY ATTN AERONOMY LAB G. REID ITHACA, NY 14850

OCY ATTN D.T. FARLEY, JR.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS ELECTROSPACE SYSTEMS, INC.

BOX 1359
AEROSPACE CORPORATION RICHARDSON. TX 75080
P.O. BOX 92957 OICY ATTN H. LOGSTON
LOS ANGELES, CA 90009 O7CY ATTN SECUR:TY fPAUL PHILLIPS)
0'Y ATTN I. GARFUNKEL
olCY ATTN T. SALMI EOS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
0ICY ATTN V. JOSEPHSON 606 Wilshire Blvd.
0ICY ATTN S. BOWER Santa Monica, CA 90401
OICY ATTN D. OLSEN OICY ATTN C.B. GABBARD

01CY ATTN R. LELEVIER
ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CORP
5 OLD CONCORD ROAD ESL, INC.
BURLINGTON, MA 01803 495 JAVA DRIVE
OCY ATTN RADIO SCIENCES SUNNYVALE, CA 94086

OCY ATTN J. ROBERTS
AUSTIN RESEARCH ASSOC., INC. OICY ATTN JAMES MARSHALL
'901 RUTLAND DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78758 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY ..-

01CY ATTN L. SLOAN SPACE DIVISION
OICY ATTN R. THOMPSON VALLEY FORGE SPACE CENTER

GODDARD BLVD KING OF PRUSSIA
BERKELEY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC. P.O. BOX 8555
P.O. BCX 983 PHILADELPHIA, PA 1901.
BERKELEY, CA 94701 OCY ATTN M.H. BORTNER

0"CY ATTN J. WORKMAN SPACE SCI LAB
0'CY ATTN C. PRETTIE
O'CY ATTN S. BRECHT GENERAL ELECTRIC TECH SERVICES

CO., INC.
BOEING COMPANY, THE HMES

P.O. BOX 3707 COURT STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98-24 SYRACUSE, NY '320-

O'CY ATTN G. KEISTER OICY ATTN G. MILLMAN
OCY ATTN D. MURRAY
O'CY ATTN G. HALL
OlCY ATTN J. KENNEY
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GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE KAMAN SCIENCES CORP
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA P.O. BOX 7463
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701 COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80933

(ALL CLASS ATTN: SECURITY OFFICER) OlCY ATTN T. MEAGHER
CICY ATTN T.N. DAVIS (UNCLASS ONLY)
OTCY ATTN TECHNICAL LIBRARY KAMAN TEMPO-CENTER FOR ADVANCED
OTCY ATTN MEAL BROWN (UNCLASS ONLY) STUDIES

816 STATE STREET (P.O DRAWER QQ)
GTE SYLVANIA, INC. SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS GRP-EASTERN DIV OCY ATTN DASIAC
77 A STREET 01CY ATTN WARREN S. KNAPP
NEEDHAM, MA 02194 OCY ATTN WILLIAM MCNAMARA

OICY ATTN DICK STEINHOF 01CY ATTN B. GAMBILL

HSS, INC. LINKABIT CORP
2 ALFRED CIRCLE 104 5 3 ROSELLEBEDFORD, MA 01T30 SAN DIEGO, CA 92121"'"

01CY ATTN DONALD HANSEN OCY ATTN IRWIN JACOBS

ILLINOIS, UNIVERSITY OF LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., INC
07 COBLE HALL P.O. BOX 50"

150 DAVENPORT HOUSE SUNNYVALE, CA 94088
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61320 01CY ATTN DEPT 60-12

(ALL CORRES ATTN DAN MCCLELLAND) 0CY ATTN D.R. CHURCHILL
OICY ATTN K. YEH

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., INC.
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES 3251 HANOVER STREET
'801 NO. BEAUREGARD STREET PALO ALTO, CA 94304
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22311 01CY ATTN MARTIN WALT DEPT 52-'2

OTCY ATTN J.M. AE:N 0ICY ATTN W.L. IMHOF DEPT 52-12
OICt ATTN ERNEST BAUER 3CY ATTN RICHARD G. JOHNSON
01CY ATTN HANS WCLFARD DEPT 52-12
OCY ATTN JCEL BENGST'ON OICY ATTN J.3. CLADIS DEPT 52-12

NTL TEL & TELEGRAH CORPORATION MART:N MARIETTA CORP
300 WASH:N3TON AIENLUE ORLANDO DIV:SCN

TL.E., NZ 07'10 ?.O. BOX 5837
Ol...Y ATT CHNIAL L:3RARY ORLANDO, F. 32805

01.Y ATTN R. HEFFNER
"AfCOR "•"

'I TRRY 'NA ,A MCDONNEL DOUGLAS 'CRPORATION
Box 35-14s 5301 BOLSA AVENUE

SAN DIE,, 'A 32- 3 HUNTINGTON BEACH, :A 5J-
0' ATTN 3. 3 . ERl:NG o'cy ATTN N. HARq3

icy A1TTN J. MOUL-
-;;HiS HOK:NS SNI'ERS:TY O CY ATTN GEORGE MRC.

APLIZZ I pPHYSCS LABORATORY OICY ATTN W. OLSON
Z.ANS HOK:NS ROAD OICY ATTN R.W. HALPR:N
AJREL, MD 240 OICY ATTN TECHNIAL
0''VY ATTN 'CCUME:T LBRAR:Al LIBRAR . SERv:-."
01,C' A7T THOMAS POTEMRA
o'l"Y ATTN JCHN DlSSCULAS
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MISSION RESEARCH CORPORATION PHYSICAL DYNAMICS, INC.
735 STATE STREET P.O. BOX 10367
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101 OAKLAND. CA 94610 -
OCY ATTN P. FISCHER ATTN A. THOMSON 4.'
01CY ATTN W.F. CREVIER
01CY ATTN STEVEN L. GUTSCHE R & D ASSOCIATES
OlCY ATTN R. BOGUSCH P.O. BOX 9695
oCY ATTN R. HENDRICK MARINA DEL REY, CA 90291
oCY ATTN RALPH KILB 01CY ATTN FORREST GILMORE
OCY ATTN DAVE SOWLE OICY ATTN WILLIAM B. WRIGHT. JR.
OCY ATTN F. FAJEN 0ICY ATTN WILLIAM J. KARZAS !

01CY ATTN M. SCHEIBE 01CY ATTN H. ORY
OCY ATTN CONRAD L. LONGMIRE OCY ATTN C. MACDONALD
OCY ATTN B. WHITE
OlCY ATTN R. STAGAT RAND CORPORATION. THE

15450 COHASSET STREET
MISSION RESEARCH CORP. VAN NUYS, CA 91406
1720 RANDOLPH ROAD, S.E. 01CY ATTN CULLEN CRAIN ,p
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106 OCY ATTN ED SEDROZIAN ,: .
OCY R. STELLINGWERF
01CY M. ALME RAYTHEON CO.
OCY L. WRIGHT 528 BOSTON POST ROAD

SUDBURY, MA 01776
MITRE CORP OCY ATTN BARBARA ADAMS
WESTGATE RESEARCH PARK
1820 DOLLY MADISON BLVD RIVERSIDE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MCLEAN, VA 22101 330 WEST 42nd STREET
OCY ATTN W. HALL NEW YORK, NY 10036 .. ,
OCY ATTN W. FOSTER 01CY ATTN VINCE TRAPANI

PACIFIC-SIERRA RESEARCH CORP SCENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.
12340 SANTA MONICA BLVD. 1150 PRCSPECT PLAZA
LS ANGELES, CA 90025 LA JOLLA, CA 92037

OICY AT.TN E..FIELD. JR. CICY ATTN LEWIS M. LINSON
01CY ATTN DANIEL A. HAMLIN

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 01CY ATTN E. FRIEMAN
IONOSPHERE RESEARCH LAB 0-CY ATTN E.A. STRAKER
31, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EAST CICY ATTN CURTIS A. SMITH
UNIVERSITY PARK. PA 16802

(NO CLASS TO THIS ADDRESS) SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC
OICY ATTN IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH LAB 1710 GOODR:DGE DR.

MCLEAN, VA 22-02
PHO7OMETRICS, INC. OCY J. :OCKAYNE

ARRSW DRIVE ClOY E. HYMAN
WOBURN, MA 01801

OICY ATTN IRVING L. KOFSKY

PHYS:CAL DYNAMICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 3027
BELLEVUE, WA 98009

OICY ATTN E.J. FREMOUW
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SRI INTERNATIONAL
333 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025

OICY ATTN J. CASPER
01CY ATTN DONALD NEILSON
OCY ATTN ALAN BURNS
OCY ATTN G. SMITH
OCY ATTN R. TSUNODA
OCY ATTN DAV:.D A. JOHNSON
01CY ATTN WALTER G. CHESNUT
OCY ATTN CHARLES L. RINO t
01CY ATTN WALTER JAYE
01CY ATTN j. VICKREY
OCY ATTN RAY L. LEADABRAND
OCY ATTN G. CARPENTER
OCY ATTN G. PRICE
01CY ATTN R. LIVINGSTON
OICY ATTN V. GONZALES '
OCY ATTN D. MCDANIEL

TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL CORP
75 WIGGINS AVENUE
BEDFORD, MA 01730
OCY ATTN W.P. BOQUIST

TRW DEFENSE & SPACE SYS GROUP
ONE SPACE PARK
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278

0ICY ATTN R. K. PLEBUCH
01CY ATTN S. ALTSCHULER
01CY ATTN D. DEE
01CY ATTN D/ STOCKWELL

SNTF/1 575

V:S:DYNE
SOUTH BEDFORD STREET
BURLINGTON, MA 01803

01:Y ATTN W. REIDY
-1Cy ATTN j. CARPENTER
0CY ATTN C. HUMPHREY

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
.ITS3U;=CH, 'A52'3
*: y ATTN: N. :ABUSKY

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21402

02CY

CODE 1220OlCY be..
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